FILM MAKER INTERNSHIP
REF. NO. 1125

About us

The organisation, with Woman Clubs and Woman and Man magazines, covers a range
of issues across lifestyle, culture, business, networking, health, mind and more.
It is building on the momentum of a growing community of shared interests, aspirations
and making useful connections. They are aspirational and successful migrant people
representing high level positions, CEOs, directors, business owners, artists, doctors, and
psychologists, among other.
The purpose of this internship is to provide graphic design support. This is a varied role
with a broad remit, which requires an enthusiastic individual who is committed to
pursuing a career within the publishing/media and marketing industry.

Number of employees
Tasks









Preparing film and video material, assisting with research to keep us up to date
with new editing methods and other progresses within the film industry
Preparing material for online sites
Preparing material for social media platforms
Preparing conference material, such as trailers and film sequences to be used in
keynote presentations
Performing administration tasks and admin support as required
Possibility of attending industry/marketing events
For all of the preparation of material as above following is valuable; Knowledge
to manipulate and edit film pieces in a way that is invisible to the audience,
review shooting script and raw material to create a shot decision list based on
scenes’ value and contribution to continuity, trim footage segments and ability
to put together the sequence of the film, input music, dialogues, graphics and
effects, create rough and final cuts, ensure logical sequencing and smooth
running.

Skills needed











Passionate and very interested to work within media publishing
Eloquent and engaging verbal communication skills
Creative, grammatically accurate and well developed technical and editing skills
Solid experience with digital technology and editing software packages (e.g.
Final Cut Pro, Composer, Lightworks, Premiere and/or After Effects)
Demonstrable video editing ability with a relevant portfolio
Highly organised with the ability to multi-task, prioritise workload and work to
tight deadlines
Able to work flexible hours
English language at a good level, verbal and written communication
Flexible attitude to work tasks asked to do

Skills to be acquired



Fluency in other languages is a plus

Duration of the internship
1-6 months
Office languages
English
Location
London
Financial support
No remuneration
Office hours
9am – 6pm, Monday to Friday with 1 hours lunch

